Wlth regard to taking vreights of the birds ringed and tryirrg to
work to the accuracies suggested, we would have to empty out any
feathers, droppings, etc. in the weighi.ng bag and reweigh ii
between each bird processed.
This is something I could (wou1d)
not do when a catch of 50 or more white-eyes, swifts, vr'eavers,
etc. are waiting to be ringed and processed. My first priority
is, and always will be, the birds, welfare, and I am not
prepared to hold birds longer than is absolutely necessary to
try to get the suggested accuracies which are not, to my mind,
justified in my work.
If Mr, Robson stops to consider for one moment - if one bird,s
actual weight is 8,4 9 and it is rounded off to B,O S, the next
one which has an actual weight of 8,5 g is rounded off to 9,O g
the error for averaging weights is rectified and wj-th such a big
sample (over BOO specimens), the error is negligible.
A
computer program has been run where a random sample of numbers
was taken between I and 15 to establish the differences in the
averages when figures were rounded off to the nearest whoJ-e
number and when they were not,
The answer was that there was
no difference at all untit the numbers were recorded to the
place.
fourth decimal
L.J.

Bunning, 7O2 High Hyfton,

JOHANNESBURG, 2OO1

2f Gofdreich Street, Hilfbro\,./,

-oOoProfessot: Les Underhill uas shoun the abooe
correspondence and inaited to comment.
ERRORS

fN

MEASUREMENTS

The correspondence generated by Bunning (t9B5a, t9g5b) and
Robson (f9e5) raises several important issues of which rinsers
need to be aware.
Accuracy of Measurements

ultimately
it is the quality of the i"nstrument that determines
the maximum accuracy with which it is possible to measure.
A
set of Pesol,a batances (say 30 9 x t 9, 1OO g x I g, 3OO g x 2 g
and f OOO g x 10 g) makes it feasible
to measure the mass of
birds up to I oOO g with a relative error of at worst 2E.
For
examp g, on a 1OO g balance, which serves for birds between 25 g
and 95 g (alJ-owj.ng for the blrd bag or cone), mass can readili
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be determined to the nearest O, 5 9 - a 2E error for the 25 g
bird and a O,5? error for the 95 g bird.
Birds weighing less
than 25 g should not be weighe<l on a lOO g balance, nor should
blrds under 95 g be weighed on a 3OO g balance.
Balances also need to be checked severa] times a year against a
set of standard masses.
A bias of just a few giams developing
over a year can easily produce a statistically
significant

;:;:'":i:"

:i::""::; ::";:':fl":i::":';: lElJiii..'"""'i?
g

":H:
faeces during
a day's ri-nging can easily make your favourite 5
bagweighTgorSg.

A related aspect is that birds 1ose mass continuouslv after
capture.
Sanderli-ng Calt-dt,t s aLba Iose an average o.f L,2 S
(2,52 of inirial mass) in the first hour and 5 S (10,3?) after
13 hours (schick 1983).
Nearly identical mass fosses have been
reported for the Dunlin (. o lp.' na , a wader of similar sl-ze
(Lloyd et aL 1979). For the cape white-eye Zosterops pallidus,
overnight (12 to 13 hours) foss in mass rras I,4 g (12S)
!h"
(whitelaw f9B5).
If the period between ringing and weilhing is
more than a few minutes i-t seems sensibl,e to record this to the
nearest quarter of an hour.
If it can be demonstrated that
rates of mass loss are fairly constant across a range of specres
(here is a project for someone), then we can quite simply apply
a set of correction factors to compensate. An example of a
study that has done this is Maron & Myers (1995),
of measurements between observers
Nisbet et aL (1970) describe how four experienced ringers
independently measured the wing Iengths of 4Ol dead birds,
Differences of up to 2E between observers were not unusual,
while occasionally differences of 5? occurred.
Sununers €, aL
(in press) show how certain structures can be measured more
preclsely than others.
Thus another project for someone to
tackle is to rj-ng and measure birds, to replace them in a
holding box and to process them again as retraps, either by the
same rl-nger (to examine the variabili-ty of a single observer) or
by another ringer ( to examine the vari"abilitv
between
observers).
Consi-sten

An important part of the training of ringers is to standardize
measurement techniques.
Trainees shold be taught from the
outset to weigh and measure with the same precision that will be
expected of them as qualified ringers.
Trainees should expect
their trainers to remeasure and reweigh their birds to ensure
that
both are applying the same techniques.
This
is
particularly
true of wing measurements.
Svensson ( l9g4 )
describes three different ways of determinj-ng wing length
unflattened wing (minimum chord), flattened wing, and fl_attened
and straightened wing (maximum chord).
His comparison of the
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methods sho\,{ differences between Og and 69.
He favours the
maximum chord method as being the most reproducible.
This is
the method recommended by most ringing schemes. Even this
method can be al-tered by measuring with the wing opened out at
right angles to the body instead of lyj-ng parallel to the body
of the bird (Summers et a7. in press).
.

The key quantity that helps decide how many sj-gnificant

figures
to retain in reportj-ng a mean is the standard error, defined to
be the ratio,
standard deviation over the square root of the
sample size, s.e. = s/Jn.
If the mean of 1OO measurements is
17,L7B2 with standard deviation 1,3],42 then the standard error
is s.e = o,1314.
sophi-sticated statistical
theory
Sorne fairly
(see for example Barford L967, pp 37-40) shows that the accuracy
of the standard error i-s such that the odds are 2:I that the
true value for the standard error Ii-es between s.e. - s/n and
s.e * s/n.
For our example, this interval is O,1183 to O,I445.
The first decimal place is the same, so is not in dispute, the
second place is a bit dubious, and the third and fourth are
garbage. We should thus report the mean as 17,1-g with standard
error o,13, frequently written as 17,18 1 O,f:.
Turning to Bunning (1985a, Table 3) the sample for July has
n = 36, and s = O,89.
The standard error is O,15, and, since
s/n = O,O3, the 2:I odds interval is O,12 to O,18.
The fi-rst
decimal- places agree, but the second is very dubious.
The mean
and standard error should be given to one decimal p.lace:
IL,5 !o,2.
The targest sample is for March; this has siZe 339
with
The standard error,
and
s = o,93.
s.e. = o,o5,
s/n = O,OO3, so that two decimal- places can be justifi.ed with
this sample size.
Note that this procedure does not depend in any way on the
accuracy vrith which the original
measurements were taken.
However, in general,
if the measurements are made nore
precisely, the standard deviation will tend to be smal]er, and a
desired accuracy can be achieved with a smaLler sampJ-e. See
Barford (L967') for a full discussion of this point.
It is a
well-established
fact that the mean of a series of crude
measurements can be remarkablv accurate.
Many of
the
fundamental constants in physics were first
determined by
repeated experimentation and measurement with Heath Robinson
apparatus. When more sophisticated equipment became avaj.Iable,
many of the earlier values were found to be very close to the
true values.
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